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Euro Media Group Acquires Aerial Camera Systems

Euro Media Group, the largest television facilities company in Europe, has acquired
Aerial Camera Systems (ACS), the world’s leading supplier of specialised camera equipment. The
move will enable the Group to expand its operations and offer a new, specialist service to
customers, not only across Europe but on an international scale.
Founded by the late cinematographer Peter Allwork, ACS has been designing and supplying
specialist cameras to the film and broadcast industry for over thirty years. Since its beginnings
the company has built up an unequalled, award-winning reputation for quality and expertise in
providing innovative and expert camera systems featuring aerial stabilised technology.
Production credits include Vancouver Olympics 2010, Beijing 2008, Premiership Football
coverage for Sky Sports and the BBC, 33rd America’s Cup, Euro 2008, the BBC’s ‘Life’ and MTV’s
‘Summit on the Summit: Kilimanjaro.’
The current ACS management team led by Phillip Beckett will continue to run the company as an
autonomous member of the Euro Media Group.
While continuing to operate independently, ACS will work closely the other members of the
Euro Media Group. In particular it will have a close relationship with sister company CTV OBs, a
leading supplier of outside broadcast facilities in the UK and Europe.

About Euro Media Group:
Euro Media Group is the largest provider of television and film facilities in Europe, with revenues of
approximately £300 million. Formed in 2007 through the merger of UBF Media Group and Euro Media
Télévision, the Euro Media Group comprises over 35 companies, providing television and film studios,
outside broadcast and satellite news gathering vehicles and post-production houses across six European
countries: France, UK, Holland, Belgium, Germany and Switzerland
About ACS:
Founded over thirty years ago to provide the latest aerial cinematographic equipment to the film and video
industries, Aerial Camera Systems (ACS) has a unique inventory of highly specialist camera systems
available for rental. Systems include high performance compact robotic heads to minicams, stabilised
mount, railcams, wirecams, tracking vehicles, underwater systems, aerial filming coordination services and the unique
sponsor funded tethered blimp.
Our large inventory of specialist camera systems and continual investment into developing innovative ways to capture
events coupled with our highly skilled, Emmy award winning international team of technicians and engineers makes
ACS the world's leading specialist camera company. Whether the requirement is for a single remote head or multiple
systems and experienced crews for an Olympic scale broadcast, ACS has the expertise and experience to ensure the
facilities are delivered on schedule and fulfil our client's needs.
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